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Vroom By Adam Phelps
The first Green and White event of the day was Vroom. The aim of the game was
for each team to capture multiple flags that were hidden around camp and in the
woods, without being tagged or sprayed with colored squirt bottles. Once each
team captured a flag, they had to bring the flag to their side of camp. The camp
was split down the service road with the White team defending the flags on the
golf course side of camp and the Green team defends the flags on the cabin
compound side of camp. As the game progressed, campers became immune from
being sprayed by a certain color of water once they had been sent to jail for being
squirted by that color. However, if one of the campers was squirted by black water
then they would be seen to have ‘black death’ and would be jailed for the
remainder of the game. SIMON MANN and GEORGE NASSAR both fell victim to
the ‘black death.’ The White team took an early 1-0 lead; however, GAVIN
CHARLIE EISENBERG all smiles
BRAMWIT tied the game shortly after by capturing a flag for the Green team. with his blue colored water
ISAAC MILLER and LOUIE KANTER teamed up to help the White team capture a
flag and make the score 2-1. Once again, their lead was not to last as JACK FORMAN helped the Green team tie the
score 2-2, with eight minutes remaining. As time expired, the scores were still tied 2-2 so Vroom went into a golden
capture round – the first team to capture the flag wins. In this round, ISAAC MILLER produced some fantastic dodging
and running as he ran with the flag from Archery to within seven yards of the line. Despite being tagged and having to
drop the flag, BRADY WEISS was on hand to pick up the flag and take it over the line to help the White team take the
victory 3-2. The White team produced amazing teamwork throughout the game to help propel them to the win. The
Green team were tough opponents and were unlucky not to win the game. Special shout-outs to DANIEL MALIS for
his great assist to JACK FORMAN to tie the game, and to EMMETT KREZ for his exceptional defensive efforts.

The Search for Woody’s Stick By Charlie Jacobs, Wyatt Baumeyer and Luke Laramore

WOODY looking glum without his
much loved stick

On Sunday afternoon, WOODY announced that his famous stick was missing
and offered a crème egg to anyone who found it. NATE BEERMANN was called
up to the front of Wass Hall by WOODY to confirm, to the campers who had
never had a crème egg before, how good they are. Many campers spent a short
period of time looking for the stick, but CHARLIE JACOBS, WYATT BAUMEYER
and LUKE LARAMORE made the hunt their mission. After twenty minutes of
searching, most of the campers had given up the search, but LUKE, WYATT and
CHARLIE were not to be beaten. They decided to head to the office where they
found JEREMY KOHLENBRENER, JASON and JOSH INGRAM. The lads asked
JEREMY if he had seen WOODY’s stick to which he confirmed he had. A couple
of minutes later WOODY arrived with his stick in his hand. Even though LUKE,
WYATT and CHARLIE did not find the stick themselves, they were awarded a
crème egg each for their perseverance and determination. The lads enjoyed
eating their crème eggs in front of the camp in Wass Hall. It was worth the hunt.

Runners and Chasers By Sam Maetzold
On a hot and humid day at the Friendly Confines, the second Green and White competition event was just beginning,
and the camp was beyond excited. Runners and Chasers is a game of strategy and speed. Each team takes it in turns
to line up in a diagonal line in the marked box, while a member of the opposing team (the runner) enters the box. The
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runner must last as long as he can within the box without being tagged. If the runner crosses the diagonal line of
chasers to the other half of the box, then the current chaser must tag another chaser to continue the hunt. The White
team had a good start thanks to the leadership and speed of ISAAC MILLER. TYLER FIELD had a great run for the White
team, taking advantage of his speed advantage and lasting for over a minute before being tagged. However, the Green
team were not to be beaten so easily and answered back thanks to GAVIN BRAMWIT leading the way. Shout out to
RYAN FIRMIN and ETHAN MANN for both having strong runs and to CHASE KAPLAN for strong defense, quickly
eliminating many opposing players. The Green team managed to last 21minutes and 9seconds before all being tagged
and on any other day this time could have led them to victory. However, the White team took victory after lasting an
impressive 24minutes and 40seconds. Well done to both teams for their efforts and strong running throughout.

State of the Union By Editor
After dinner, the campers got into their third Green and White event of the day –
State of the Union. The aim of the game was for each team to attempt to squirt
and eliminate members of the other team. For every player you squirted, you
ensured that the opposition team did not gain one point for that camper lasting
the whole game without being eliminated. Each team had a president (worth 20
points), vice president (worth 10), speaker (worth 5), treasurer (worth 3) and two
generals (each worth 2) and attempted to ensure these campers survived the
whole game to earn extra points. For the White team, the role of president was
EMMETT KREZ, vice president was ZACH GOLDMAN, speaker was HENRY MILLER,
treasurer was GRIFFIN BRAMWIT and generals were ASHER DIAMOND and RYAN
MAX KIRSCH very happy
WEIL. For the Green team, the role of president was HARRISON HOFFMAN, vice
during State of the Union
president was AARON PELTS, speaker was ETHAN MANN, treasurer was JACK
KAPLAN and generals were JACOB SCHNEIDER and CHASE KAPLAN. Lucky Canteen Number 50. Throughout the game,
both teams attacked the opposition to attempt to eliminate the presidents. ARI GOLDBERG and SETH SCHOR could be
seen running around, eliminating many of the campers. DYLAN PELTS and ZACH FIELD worked together to efficiently
eliminate several team Green members while ZACH FORMAN managed to go the whole game without being
eliminated, earning the Green team an extra point. Once all late points, penalty points and squirt bottles points were
calculated, the Green team were announced as victors with a 69-59 victory. Congratulations to the Green team.

Mannequin Madness By Editor
The fourth and final Green and White event of the day was Mannequin
Madness, showcased in Wass Hall. In this event, each team had to dress up 1
Junior, 1 Intermediate and 1 Senior in a theme of their choice. The campers
whom would be dressed up had to remain still, as if they were a mannequin.
The rest of the age division had to help dress the mannequins, in pairs of two
and all campers had to participate. The Green team’s theme was to showcase
the hard-working women at CM, while the White team’s theme was to
showcase the famous rap group ‘Migos.’ First up were the Junior mannequins,
CHASE KAPLAN for the Green team and COOPER BORSTEIN for the White team.
CHASE was dressed up and placed in a pose as if he was the Camp Photographer
JASON ANDERSON as MERCEDES
CLAIRE MARTIN, while COOPER was dressed up and posed as ‘Migos’ rapper,
Quavo. Following the juniors, were the Intermediates. For the Green team, JASON ANDERSON was dressed up as the
newest chef at Camp Menominee, MERCEDES CLARK and for the White team, RYAN MARTIN was dressed up as
‘Migos’ rapper, Offset. Last to take the stage and be dressed up as mannequins were the Seniors. For the White team,
ALEC GAU was dressed up as ‘Migos’ rapper, Takeoff, while the Green team’s ALEX STELZER dressed as SIMMY, a
former member of the CM admin’ team. After deliberation, judges ETHAN WEISS and MARC GOODMAN announced
that by a score of 2-1, the winners of Mannequin Madness were the Green team. Well done Green team.

Riddle of the Day: I can point in every direction but cannot reach the destination by myself. What am I?
(Submit your correct answer to the Megaphone Office for a free canteen)
Yesterday’s Riddle: I have hundreds of legs, but I can only lean; You make me dirty so you feel clean. What am I?
Answer: A Broom
Winners: NEO SCHNEIDER, RYAN WEIL, DYLAN COHEN, CARTER ZIRLIN and JASON NEIDER
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